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Abstract. We study the extension of valuations centered in a local domain to its henseliza-
tion. We prove that a valuation ν centered in a local domain R uniquely determines a minimal
prime H(ν) of the henselization Rh of R and an extension of ν centered in Rh/H(ν), which
has the same value group as ν. Using the integrality and functoriality of henselization, this
is equivalent to the fact that the henselization of a valuation ring is a valuation ring with the
same value group, which is a fundamental result in the theory of valued fields. We present
here a more constructive approach to this result and some consequences of this approach.
Our method, which assumes neither that R is noetherian nor that it is integrally closed, is to
reduce the problem to the extension of the valuation to a quotient of a standard étale local
R-algebra and in that situation to draw valuative consequences from the observation that the
Newton–Hensel algorithm for constructing roots of polynomials produces sequences that are,
for any valuation centered in R, pseudo–convergent in the sense of Ostrowski.
We then apply this method to the study of the approximation of elements of the henselization
of a valued field by elements of the field and give a characterization of the henselian property
of a local domain (R,mR) in terms of the limits of certain pseudo–convergent sequences of
elements of mR for a valuation centered in it. Another consequence of our work is to establish
in full generality a bijective correspondence between the minimal primes of the henselization
of a local domain R and the connected components of the Riemann–Zariski space of valuations
centered in R.

1. Introduction

Henselization plays an important role in the theory of valued fields, in particular because the
valuation of a henselian valued field extends uniquely to any algebraic extension and because
maximal valued fields are henselian (see section 5 for a refinement of this). Henselization of local
rings is also a fundamental tool in algebraic geometry, in particular because of its relation with
the implicit function theorem and the detection of local analytic branches of an excellent scheme,
but also because of the role it plays in the study of extensions of a valuation of an excellent local
domain (R,mR) to its mR-adic completion, and thus in some approaches to local uniformization
in arbitrary characteristic. In this paper we study the henselization of local domains with a view
to applications to algebraic geometry but with methods close to those of the theory of valued
fields and in particular Kaplansky’s theory of immediate extensions. More precisely, we study
the Newton–Hensel algorithm which is the origin of the henselian property from a valuative
viewpoint based on the observation that when applied to a polynomial F (X) ∈ R[X] defining
a standard étale extension this algorithm always produces a pseudo–convergent sequence in the
sense of Ostrowski of elements of the maximal ideal of R.

Extension of valuations to the henselization. A valuation on a local domain R is a valu-
ation ν : K∗ → Φ of the fraction field K of R with values in an abelian totally ordered group Φ
such that the value semigroup ν(R\{0}) of the valuation is contained in Φ≥0. One usually adds
an element ∞ larger than all elements of Φ and sets ν(0) = ∞. If we denote by Rν ⊂ K the
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valuation ring of ν, then a valuation ν on R corresponds to an inclusion R ⊆ Rν . The valuation
is centered in R if the maximal ideal mR of R is the ideal of elements with value in Φ>0 ∪ {∞}.
This means that Rν dominates R in the sense that R ⊆ Rν and, denoting by mν the maximal
ideal of Rν , we have the equality mν ∩R = mR. If K ↪→ L is a field extension, then a valuation
ν̃ of L is an extension of ν if Rν̃ ∩K = Rν where Rν̃ denotes the valuation ring of ν̃.

The main result of this article is the following:

Theorem 1. Let R be a local domain and let Rh be its henselization. If ν is a valuation centered
in R, then:
(1) There exists a unique prime ideal H(ν) of Rh lying over the zero ideal of R such that ν

extends to a valuation ν̃ centered in Rh/H(ν) through the inclusion R ⊂ Rh/H(ν). In
addition, the ideal H(ν) is a minimal prime and the extension ν̃ is unique.

(2) With the notation of (1), the valuations ν and ν̃ have the same value group.

Remembering that a semivaluation centered in a local ring T and supported at a prime ideal
p of T means a valuation centered in the local domain T/p, we can paraphrase this as:
Any valuation centered in a local domain has a unique extension as a semivaluation centered in
its henselization, which has the same value group and is supported at a minimal prime.

Recall that the henselization R→ Rh factorizes uniquely local morphisms from R to henselian
local rings; it is unique up to unique isomorphism of R-algebras. We fix one.

A large part of Theorem 1 was proved in [HOST] under the additional assumption that R is
(quasi)-excellent and thus noetherian. The assumption of quasi–excellence is used in particular
to ensure finiteness properties for the normalizations of the ring R and its quotients. We establish
the result in full generality and, in contrast to the proof given in [HOST], or the proof using the
fact that the henselization of a valuation ring is a valuation ring (see Remark 4.2), our proof
has the advantage of being constructive.

Motivation. Theorem 1 plays an important role in the classification of extensions of valuations
of a quasi-excellent local domain to its completion according to the method of [HOST]. One goal
of this classification is to prove the following analogue of the second part of Theorem 1: There
exists an extension of a valuation of a quasi-excellent local domain R to a semivaluation with
the same value group of its completion R̂. This yet unproven statement seems crucial for proofs
of local uniformization in positive characteristic. Such an extension of the valuation allows one
to use the advantages of completeness for intermediate steps without losing the algebraicity
of the uniformizing modifications in the end. See Conjecture 1.1 of [HOST] which sets in the
framework of [HOST] and makes more precise a conjecture of the second author going back to
2003 (see [T1, *proposition* 5.19]).

Theorem 1.(1) is also an essential ingredient in the proof by the first author that, up to
homeomorphism in the Zariski topology, the space of valuations centered in a non singular point
of an algebraic variety over an algebraically closed field depends only on the dimension (see
[F, Theorem 3.5]). In this direction, Theorem 1.(1) allows us to establish in full generality a
bijective correspondence between the minimal primes of the henselization of a local domain R
and the connected components of the Riemann–Zariski space of valuations centered in R (see
Corollary 4.3).

Strategy of the proof. The henselization of a local domain R is the limit of the inductive sys-
tem of its Nagata extensions (also known as standard étale extensions) S = R[X]/(F (X))(mR,X)

where F (X) = Xn+ · · ·+an−1X−an ∈ R[X] is a Nagata polynomial : an ∈ mR, an−1 /∈ mR. It
suffices therefore to study extensions of valuations centered in R to its Nagata extensions. Our
approach is to do this from the viewpoint of Ostrowski’s pseudo–convergent sequences, which
gives a simple description of the minimal prime and an explicit construction of the extended
valuation implying immediately that the value group does not change. We give more details in
what follows.

Let us keep the notation introduced above. Let S be a Nagata extension of R defined by a
Nagata polynomial F (X) ∈ R[X]. Any extension of ν to the algebraic closureK ofK determines
a root σ∞ ∈ K of F (X) that is a limit in the sense of Ostrowski of a pseudo–convergent
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sequence of elements σi ∈ mR, i ≥ 1, which is attached to F (X) by Newton’s method. The
minimal polynomial over K of all these distinguished roots σ∞ coincide, producing a minimal
prime HS(ν) of S (which is the trace of the minimal prime H(ν) of Rh). The ideal HS(ν)
and the extension of ν to a valuation centered in the local domain S/HS(ν) are unique, and
Theorem 1.(1) follows by passage to the inductive limit.

We prove Theorem 1.(2) by proving that the value group Φ of ν does not change after
extension to S/HS(ν). To do this, we fix a presentation of the previous quotient as a local
R–algebra R[σ∞](mR,σ∞) ⊂ K and investigate the way in which ν determines the value of the
extended valuation ν̃ on each element h(σ∞) with h(X) ∈ R[X]. We describe the behavior of
the valuations ν(h(σi)), i ≥ 1. Indeed, if these valuations form an eventually constant sequence,
then their stationary value is ν̃(h(σ∞)); and otherwise, they are cofinal in a certain convex
subgroup of Φ. Except in some particular cases (for instance, if the valuation ν is of rank one,
in which case the cofinality implies that h(σ∞) = 0), this is not sufficient to obtain the desired
result.

In order to compute ν̃(h(σ∞)) in general, we present the domain R as the inductive limit of
its subdomains A0 which are essentially of finite type over the prime ring, and for which the
restriction ν0 of ν is of finite rank by Abhyankar’s inequality. With the notation of Theorem 1,
the local domain Rh/H(ν) is then the inductive limit of the Ah0/H(ν0) and each ν̃0 is obtained
by restriction of ν̃. Hence we can choose A0 containing the coefficients of F (X) and h(X), and
compute ν̃(h(σ∞)) as the ν̃0–value of h(σ∞) seen as element of A0[σ∞](mA0

,σ∞) ⊂ R[σ∞](mR,σ∞).
After an iterative procedure (the main point here is that ν0 has finite rank), we determine a
finite extension of the fraction field of A0, a unique extension ν` of ν0 to this new field, which has
the same value group, and a pseudo–convergent sequence (χ

(`)
i )i≥1 for ν` such that ν̃0(h(σ∞))

equals ν`(h(χ
(`)
i )) for all i large enough.

Applications of our method. The subdomains of R which are essentially of finite type over
the prime ring are excellent, and we could have applied directly this argument to reduce the
general case to the case treated in [HOST]. However, we think that our method is much more
informative. For example, since it applies to valuation rings we use it to prove the result [Ku1,
Theorem 1.1] of F–V. Kuhlmann on the approximation of elements of the henselization of a
valued field by elements of the field and a general characterization of the henselian property
in terms of pseudo–convergent sequences (see Theorem 4.4 and Proposition 5.2, respectively).
We hope that our method can also be used to study the changes in the value semigroup which
can take place when passing to the henselization, even for regular local rings, as discovered by
Cutkosky in [C, Theorem 1.5].

Organization of the paper. In Sections 2 and 3 we prove Theorem 1.(1) and Theorem 1.(2),
respectively. We avoid using the approximations of R by its noetherian subrings as much as we
can because some general results such as Lemma 3.2 may be of independent interest. The last
two sections are applications of our approach. In Subsection 4.1 we study the decomposition into
connected components of the Riemann–Zariski space of valuations centered in a local domain,
and in Subsection 4.2 we revisit the result of F–V. Kuhlmann mentioned above. In Section 5
we propose a characterization of the henselian property of rings in terms of pseudo–convergent
sequences.

Aknowledgements. We are grateful to Franz–Viktor Kuhlmann and Laurent Moret-Bailly for
useful suggestions, and to the referee for his work and his useful suggestions.

2. Nagata extensions and Newton-Hensel approximations from a valuative
viewpoint

In this section we assume that R is a local domain and ν a valuation centered in R, and we
study from a valuative viewpoint the process of henselian approximation. We denote by mR the
maximal ideal of R and by K its fraction field.

We start with the following result of J.-P. Lafon:
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Proposition 2.1. ([L, Proposition 6]) Let R be a local ring with maximal ideal mR and S a
local R-algebra with maximal ideal mS. The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) S is a localization of a finite R-algebra and is flat over R, and S/mRS = R/mR = S/mS.
(2) S is of the form (R[X]/(F (X)))N where F(X) is a unitary polynomial of the form

Xn + a1X
n−1 + · · ·+ an−1X − an,

where ai ∈ R for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and an ∈ mR, an−1 /∈ mR,

and N is the maximal ideal of R[X]/(F (X)) containing the class x of X modulo F (X),
which is the image of the maximal ideal (mR, X) of R[X].

(3) S is a localization of a finite R-algebra, and for every local subalgebra R0 dominated by
R which is essentially of finite type over Z and contains the coefficients of F (X) so that
F (X) ∈ R0[X], the natural map R0 → S0 = (R0[X]/(F (X)))N0 , where N0 is the image of
(mR0

, X), induces an isomorphism of the completions.

Lafon calls such extensions R → S Nagata extensions1; they are also called standard étale
extensions of R or, assuming that R is noetherian, étale R-algebras quasi-isomorphic to R; see
also [EGA, § 18]. For brevity we shall call polynomials F (X) with coefficients in a local ring
satisfying the conditions of Proposition 2.1 Nagata polynomials2. We adopt the convention that
the constant term of a Nagata polynomial has a minus sign.

Morphisms of Nagata extensions of R are local morphisms of local R-algebras. A morphism
from a Nagata extension S to another one S′ exists if and only if there is an element ξ′ in the
maximal ideal of S′ such that F (ξ′) = 0. There exists at most one such morphism, determined
by sending the image x ∈ S of X to ξ′ ∈ S′ and then, by Proposition 2.1, S′ is a Nagata
extension of S. Lafon proves that Nagata extensions of R form an inductive system and ([L,
Théorème 2]) that the henselization Rh of R is the inductive limit of its Nagata extensions. In
particular it has the same residue field as R.

Remark 2.2. Keeping the notations of Proposition 2.1, note that if an = 0, then S is isomorphic
to R. The extension is also trivial when n = 1. Note also that given any element α ∈ mR, the
polynomial Fα(X ′) = F (X ′ + α) ∈ R[X ′] with X ′ = X − α satisfies the same conditions as
F (X). Indeed, Fα(0) = F (α) ∈ mR; and the coefficient of X ′ in Fα(X ′) is F ′(α), which is not
in mR since F ′(0) is not and α ∈ mR. Moreover, Fα(X ′) defines the same extension, that is, S
is isomorphic to Sα = (R[X ′]/(Fα(X ′)))N ′ . This implies that the Nagata extension defined by
the Nagata polynomial F (X) is trivial if and only if F (X) has a zero in the maximal ideal of R.

As a consequence of the following result, we may assume in the definition of a Nagata extension
that the polynomial F (X) is irreducible in R[X]. An equivalent statement is found in [LM,
Chap.13, Proposition 13.15] for the case where R is integrally closed.

Lemma 2.3. Let R be a local domain and let F (X) ∈ R[X] be a Nagata polynomial. Let
F (X) = G(X)Q(X) be a factorization in R[X], where up to multiplication by a unit of R we
write

G(X) = Xs + · · ·+ gs−1X + gs; Q(X) = Xt + · · ·+ qt−1X − qt.

Then, one of the two polynomials G(X), Q(X) must be a Nagata polynomial. It is the factor
whose constant term is in mR. If it is Q(X), then G(X) /∈ (mR, X).

Proof. Let us consider the linear part of F (X) as it is written in Proposition 2.1; we have
−an = −qtgs ∈ mR, an−1 = gsqt−1 − gs−1qt /∈ mR. Since an−1 /∈ mR it is impossible for both
gs and qt to be in mR, but one of them must be since mR is prime. Let us say that qt ∈ mR

and gs /∈ mR so that G(X) /∈ (mR, X). Then by the second equality we have qt−1 /∈ mR so that
Q(X) is a Nagata polynomial. �

The next lemma presents Newton’s method in the way we are going to use it:

1In [N2], Nagata calls them quasi-decompositional.
2In [LM] they are called "polynomials satisfying the conditions of the implicit function theorem".
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Lemma 2.4. Let F (X) = Xn + a1X
n−1 + · · · + an−1X − an ∈ R[X] be a Nagata polynomial

and note that as an element of R[X], the polynomial F (X) is the same as

F (1)(X1) = F

(
X1 −

F (0)

F ′(0)

)
= F

(
X1 +

an
an−1

)
since X 7→ X1 + an

an−1
is a change of variable in R[X]. Substituting X1 + an

an−1
to X in F (X),

write the result F (1)(X1) = Xn
1 + a

(1)
1 Xn−1

1 + · · ·+ a
(1)
n−1X1 − a(1)

n . Then we have:

(1) The polynomial F (1)(X1) ∈ R[X1] is a Nagata polynomial.
(2) The coefficient a(1)

i is congruent to ai modulo an
an−1

.

(3) F (1)(0) = −a(1)
n ∈ a2

nR.
(4) Let R → S be the Nagata extension defined by F (X). Denoting by x, x1 the images in S

of X,X1, we have x1 ∈ x2S. In particular, if ν̃ is any semivaluation on S extending the
valuation ν on R, the inequality ν̃(x1) ≥ 2ν̃(x) holds.

Proof. The first statement is what was remarked above, and the proof of the next two is a direct
computation. The last one follows from the fact that modulo F (X), the element X1 = X− an

an−1

is a multiple of X2. �

As a consequence, starting from a Nagata polynomial F (X) ∈ R[X], we can iterate the
construction just described to produce:

• A sequence of generators Xi := Xi−1+ F (i−1)(0)
(F (i−1))′(0)

for the polynomial ring R[X], with X0 = X.

• Polynomials F (i)(Xi) := F (i−1)
(
Xi − F (i−1)(0)

(F (i−1))′(0)

)
∈ R[Xi], with F (0)(X) = F (X).

Definition 2.5. Let ν be a valuation centered in a local domain R and let F (X) ∈ R[X] be a
Nagata polynomial. Keep the previous notations. We define the following elements of mR:

δk :=
a

(k)
n

a
(k)
n−1

= − F (k)(0)

(F (k))′(0)
, for k ≥ 0.

σi :=

i−1∑
k=0

δk, for i ≥ 1.

We say that (δi)i∈N and (σi)i≥1 are the Newton sequence of values and the sequence of partial
sums attached to F (X), respectively.

The polynomials (F (i)(Xi))i∈N all define the same Nagata extension of R. If at some step
i ≥ 0 we find F (i)(0) = 0, this implies that F (X) defines a trivial extension, so we may assume
that this does not happen and we shall do so.

By construction, we have X = Xi + σi and xi+1 = xi − δi. We verify by induction that
F (i)(Xi) = F (Xi + σi) for i ≥ 1. Setting Xi = 0 in this identity, we can read the definition of
δi as given by the equality F ′(σi)δi = −F (σi). Observe that for all i ≥ 1, F (σi) 6= 0 because
the Nagata extension is not trivial, and ν(δi) = ν(F (σi)).

Remark 2.6. Assuming for a moment that R is complete and separated for themR-adic topology,
Lemma 2.4 tells us in particular that the images in S of the elements Xi converge to x∞ = 0
while the polynomials F (i)(Xi) converge to a polynomial F (∞)(X∞) without constant term
because a(i)

n ∈ m2i−1

R . Therefore x∞ is a root of F (∞)(X∞), which is simple since a(∞)
n−1 /∈ mR.

Since x∞ = x −
∑∞
k=0 δk and F (∞)(X∞) = F (X) this tells us that

∑∞
k=0 δk is a simple root

of F (X), which is contained in the maximal ideal mR of R. Since our assumption on F (X)
is equivalent to the statement that the image of F (X) in k[X], where k = R/mR, has 0 as a
simple root, this is indeed a version of Hensel’s lemma.

We stress the fact that by our assumption that the Nagata extension is not trivial we have
δ0 ∈ mR\{0} and δi+1 is a non zero multiple of δ2

i for any i ≥ 0, so that we expect to have a root
of F (X) which is represented as a sum

∑∞
k=0 δk of elements of strictly increasing valuations.
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In general, themR-adic topology may not be separated, in fact one can have
⋂
n∈Nmn

R = mR,
but the partial sums (σi)i≥1 form a pseudo–Cauchy, or pseudo–convergent sequence in the sense
of Ostrowski [O, Teil III, § 11] for the valuation ν; see also [K, § 2] and [Ku3, Chapter 8]. We
refer to these texts for the following definitions and facts:

A pseudo–convergent sequence of elements of a field K endowed with a valuation ν is a family
(yτ )τ∈T of elements of K indexed by a well ordered set T without last element, which satisfies
the condition that whenever τ < τ ′ < τ” we have ν(yτ ′ − yτ ) < ν(yτ” − yτ ′).

An element y ∈ K is said to be a pseudo–limit, or simply limit of this pseudo–convergent
sequence if ν(yτ ′ − yτ ) ≤ ν(y − yτ ) for τ, τ ′ ∈ T, τ < τ ′. One observes that if (yτ )τ∈T is
pseudo–convergent, then for each τ ∈ T the value ν(yτ ′ − yτ ) is independent of τ ′ > τ and can
be denoted by ντ . Moreover, given y ∈ K, either ν(y − yτ ′) > ν(y − yτ ) whenever τ ′ > τ (in
which case y is a limit), or there exists τ0 ∈ T such that ν(y − yτ ′) = ν(y − yτ ) for τ ′ > τ > τ0.
In other words, the sequence (ν(y − yτ ))τ∈T is either strictly increasing or eventually constant.
Taking y = 0 we see that either ν(yτ ′) > ν(yτ ) whenever τ ′ > τ or there exists τ0 ∈ T such that
ν(yτ ′) = ν(yτ ) for τ ′ > τ > τ0. Finally, if y and z are two limits of (yτ )τ∈T , we have that for all
τ ∈ T , ν(y − z) > ντ since T has no last element.

In this paper, we mostly apply a variant of Ostrowski’s method to pseudo–convergent se-
quences similar to the partial sums (σi)i≥1 for a purpose different from his. From now on we fix
an algebraic closure K of K and recall that valuations of K extend to K (see [B, Ch. VI, § 1,
no. 3, Theorem 3]).

Proposition 2.7. Let F (X) ∈ R[X] be a Nagata polynomial. Given an extension ν̃ of ν to K,
there exists a unique root of F (X) in K with positive ν̃-value. If we call σ∞ this root of F (X),
then the following also holds:
(1) σ∞ is a limit of the pseudo–convergent sequence (σi)i≥1 associated to F (X).
(2) For any z ∈ K \ {σ∞} such that F (z) = 0 we have ν̃(z) = 0.
(3) σ∞ is a simple root of F (X).

Proof. Write F (X) =
∏n
j=1X − rj in K[X]. For all i ≥ 1, we have ν(F (σi)) =

∑n
j=1 ν̃(σi − rj).

Hence if none of the rj is a limit of the pseudo–convergent sequence (σi)i≥1 then (ν(F (σi)))i≥1

is eventually constant. However ν(F (σi)) = ν(δi) for all i ≥ 1, so we can assume that r1 is a
limit of (σi)i≥1. In particular, ν̃(σi − r1) = ν(σi+1 − σi) = ν(δi) for all i ≥ 1.

For 1 ≤ j ≤ n, we have ν̃(rj) ≥ 0 because rj is integral over R (see [B, Ch. VI, § 1, no.3,
Theorem 3]). In addition, ν(σi) = ν(δ0) = ν(F (0)) =

∑n
j=1 ν̃(rj) for all i ≥ 1. If ν(σi) > ν̃(r1)

for some i, we obtain ν(δi) = ν̃(σi − r1) = ν̃(r1) < ν(δ0), which gives us a contradiction. We
conclude that ν̃(rj) = 0 if j 6= 1 and ν̃(r1) = ν(δ0) > 0. �

In what follows, we keep the notation introduced in Proposition 2.7 and an extension ν̃ of ν
to K comes with a distinguished root σ∞ ∈ K of F (X) satisfying ν̃(σ∞) = ν(δ0) > 0. In the
notation we will omit the dependence of σ∞ on ν̃. Two extensions of ν may choose different
roots of F (X) in K, however their minimal polynomials over K coincide in view of the following:

Corollary 2.8. In the situation of Proposition 2.7, denote by F ∗(X) the minimal polynomial of
σ∞ over K. Then F ∗(X) is the only irreducible factor of F (X) in K[X] such that the ν-value
of its constant term is positive.

Proof. The ν-value of the constant term of a unitary polynomial in K[X] is the sum of the ν̃-
values of all its roots in K. Use that ν̃(σ∞) > 0 and Proposition 2.7.(2) to prove the statement.

�

Throughout this section, we denote by R the integral closure of R in K. Recall that R ⊆ Rν .
The localization R̃ = Rmν∩R is an integrally closed local domain dominating R and dominated
by Rν , which is uniquely determined by ν. Note that a Nagata polynomial in R[X] can also be
regarded as a Nagata polynomial in R̃[X].

Lemma 2.9. Keeping the same notation, we have the following:
(1) The coefficients of F ∗(X) belong to R.
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(2) The polynomials F (X) and F ∗(X) are Nagata polynomials in R̃[X] and they define the same
Nagata extension of R̃.

Proof. Since σ∞ is integral over R, its minimal polynomial over K belongs to R[X] (see [B,
Ch. 5, § 1, no.3, Corollary]). Next we prove the second statement.

By Corollary 2.8, F ∗(0) ∈ mν . Hence the constant term of F ∗(X) ∈ R[X] ⊆ R̃[X] is in the
maximal ideal of R̃. The result follows from Lemma 2.3 applied to R̃ and F (X). The natural
epimorphism R̃[X]/(F (X)) → R̃[X]/(F ∗(X)) induces an isomorphism of R–algebras from the
Nagata extension of R̃ defined by F (X) to that defined by F ∗(X). �

After what we have just seen, the valuation ν determines an irreducible factor F ∗(X) ∈ R[X]
of F (X) in K[X] with ν(F ∗(0)) = ν(δ0) > 0. Denote by K∗ the field K[X]/(F ∗(X)). Then the
natural homomorphism R[X]/(F (X))→ K∗ induces a homomorphism of R-algebras

ES(ν) : S = (R[X]/(F (X)))N −→ K∗.

Indeed, if F ∗(X) divides P (X) ∈ R[X] in R[X] (or, equivalently, in K[X]) then P (0) = c F ∗(0)
for some c ∈ R and, since ν is centered in R and F ∗(0) ∈ mν , we have P (0) ∈ mR.

Definition 2.10. Let ν be a valuation centered in the local domain R and let S be a Nagata
extension of R determined by the polynomial F (X) ∈ R[X]. The kernel of the homomorphism
ES(ν) : S → K∗ defined above is denoted by HS(ν).

Remark 2.11. Let us go back to Lemma 2.9. If R → S and R̃ → S̃ are the Nagata extensions
defined by F (X), then we have a commutative diagram

(D1)
R

��

// S

��

ES(ν) // K∗

R̃ // S̃
ES̃(ν)

77

where S → S̃ is the local ring homomorphism induced by the natural map from R[X]/(F (X))

to R̃[X]/(F (X)). By Lemma 2.9.(2), S̃ is also defined by F ∗(X). As a consequence, HS̃(ν) is
the zero ideal and HS(ν) is the kernel of S → S̃. In the case where R is integrally closed, we
get that ES(ν) is injective and S is a local domain, and therefore Rh is also a local domain.

Observe that the ideal HS(ν) depends only on the valuation ν. It has the following properties:

Lemma 2.12. Let ν be a valuation centered in a local domain R. Then:
(1) For any Nagata extension R→ S, the ideal HS(ν) of S is a minimal prime.
(2) Given a map f : S → S′ of Nagata extensions of R, we have f−1(HS′(ν)) = HS(ν).

Proof. Let F (X) ∈ R[X] be a Nagata polynomial defining the extensionR→ S. Let p be a prime
ideal of S such that p ∩R = (0). Then p is the extension of a prime ideal of R[X]/(F (X)) that
is contained in the maximal ideal N and has intersection (0) with R. Since R→ R[X]/(F (X))
is an integral extension, we have by the incomparability property that p is a minimal prime of
S. To prove (1), take p = HS(ν).

As we saw, a morphism f : S → S′ of Nagata extensions is determined by an element ξ′ ∈ mS′

such that F (ξ′) = 0. Then, with the notations of Remark 2.11, the image ξ̃′ of ξ′ under the local
ring homomorphism S′ → S̃′ determines a map f̃ : S̃ → S̃′ of Nagata extensions of R̃. We see
that mapping the image of X in K∗ to the image of ξ̃′ in the field K ′∗ uniquely defines a map
K∗ → K ′∗ of extensions of K, which has to be injective and and makes the following diagram
commute:

S
f ��

// S̃
f̃ ��

� � ES̃(ν) // K∗

��
S′ // S̃′ �

� ES̃′ (ν)
// K ′∗

Statement (2) now follows. �
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Remarks 2.13. (1) By a direct computation one can check that HS(ν) is the extension with
respect to the canonical localization homomorphism R[X]/(F (X)) → S of the prime ideal
consisting of the residue classes of the polynomials in R[X] that are divisible by F ∗(X) in
K[X].
(2) As we have seen in the proof of Lemma 2.12.(1), if R→ S is a Nagata extension, then any
prime ideal of S lying over the zero ideal of R is a minimal prime. Conversely, if p is a minimal
prime ideal of S then p ∩ R = (0). This follows from the fact that R → S is flat by using that
going–down property holds for flat extensions, see [Ma, (5.D) Theorem 4].

Let us prove that the valuation ν uniquely determines the support of the semivaluation which
extends it to the henselization:

Proposition 2.14. Let ν be a valuation centered in a local domain R and let R → S be a
Nagata extension. If p is a prime ideal of S such that p ∩R = (0) and ν extends to a valuation
centered in S/p through the inclusion R ⊂ S/p, then p = HS(ν).

Proof. Taking into account what we saw in the proof of Lemma 2.12.(1), the ideal p corresponds
in R[X] to a minimal prime ideal q over (F (X)) such that q∩R = (0) and q ⊆ (mR, X). Using
that K[X] is a principal ideal domain and that R→ R[X]/(F (X)) is an integral extension, we
see that q consists of the polynomials in R[X] that are divisible in K[X] by some irreducible
factor Q(X) ∈ K[X] of F (X). We can write Q(X) = Xs + q1X

s−1 + . . . + q0 with qj ∈ R for
all j (see [B, Ch. 5, § 1, no.3, Corollary]). Denote by x̄ the image of X in S/p. We have a
valuation µ centered in S/p which extends ν. It satisfies µ(x̄) > 0 and µ(qj) ≥ 0 for all j. The
relation x̄s + q1x̄

s−1 + . . .+ q0 = 0 implies that ν(Q(0)) = µ(q0) > 0. Since the field extension
K → Frac(S/p) is algebraic, we can embed Frac(S/p) in K and extend µ to K. By Corollary 2.8
we have Q(X) = F ∗(X), and therefore p = HS(ν). �

Given an extension ν̃ of ν to K, the evaluation at σ∞, namely P (X) 7→ P (σ∞), induces a
K–isomorphism of fields πσ∞ : K∗ → K(σ∞) ⊂ K (recall that F ∗(X) is the minimal polynomial
of σ∞ over K). The image of the composition

πσ∞ ◦ Es(ν) : S → K∗ → K(σ∞)

is the local R–subalgebra R[σ∞](mR,σ∞) of K(σ∞). Since the ideal is clear from the context,
let us denote it simply by R[σ∞]∗. Observe that the quotient S/Hs(ν) is naturally isomorphic
to R[σ∞]∗ and the restriction of ν̃ to K(σ∞) is centered in R[σ∞]∗ because ν̃(σ∞) > 0 and
ν is centered in R. In this way ν̃ determines a valuation ν̃S centered in S/HS(ν) which is an
extension of ν. Next we prove the uniqueness of this extension.

Proposition 2.15. Keep the notation of Proposition 2.14. There is a unique valuation centered
in S/HS(ν) which extends ν through the inclusion R ⊂ S/HS(ν).

Proof. Any such extension of ν can be obtained in the way explained above starting from an
extension to K. Therefore it suffices to take two extensions ν̃ and ν̃′ of ν to K and show that
ν̃S = ν̃′S . In that situation, by [ZS, Ch. VI, § 7, Corollary 3], there exists a K–automorphism π

of K such that ν̃′ = ν̃ ◦π. Let σ∞ and σ′∞ be the distinguished roots of F (X) in K associated to
ν̃ and ν̃′, respectively (see Proposition 2.7). Since ν̃′(π−1(σ∞)) = ν̃(σ∞) > 0, the automorphism
π must send σ′∞ to σ∞. Recall that σ∞ and σ′∞ have the same minimal polynomial over K by
Corollary 2.8. We have πσ∞ = π|K(σ′∞) ◦ πσ′∞ and ν̃S = ν̃′S . �

We are now in position to prove Theorem 1.(1).

Proof of Theorem 1.(1). The henselization Rh is the inductive limit of the Nagata extensions
S of R. For every S, denote by fS : S → Rh the canonical local ring homomorphism. By
Lemma 2.12.(2), the inductive limit H(ν) = lim−→HS(ν) is well defined and it is an ideal of Rh

such that f−1
S (H(ν)) = HS(ν) for all S. Moreover, it is a minimal prime and lies over the zero

ideal of R, because all the HS(ν) satisfy this and p = lim−→ f−1
S (p) for any ideal p of Rh. The

domain Rh/H(ν) is the union of the S/HS(ν). Since the valuation ν determines uniquely each
HS(ν) (recall its definition and Proposition 2.14), and according to Proposition 2.15 it extends
uniquely to each S/HS(ν), the same is true for Rh/H(ν). �
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3. Effective computation of the extended valuation

Let us keep the notation introduced in Section 2. In particular, we have fixed a valuation ν
centered in a local domain R and a non trivial Nagata extension R → S defined by a Nagata
polynomial F (X) ∈ R[X]. We present the quotient S/HS(ν) in the form R[σ∞]∗ and call ν̃
the unique valuation centered in R[σ∞]∗ extending ν (see Proposition 2.15 and the paragraph
before it).

In this section we show how we can compute the ν̃-value of an arbitrary non zero element
of R[σ∞]∗. Observe that it is enough to study the values of the form ν̃(h(σ∞)), where h(X) is
a polynomial in R[X] such that 0 ≤ deg h(X) < degF ∗(X). As a direct consequence, we will
obtain that the value group of ν coincides with the value group of its extension ν̃. From this,
we deduce that Theorem 1.(2) holds.

3.1. Initial forms with respect to a valuation. We begin by recalling some definitions and
results that we need for the understanding of the rest of the section.

A valuation ν centered in a local domain R determines a filtration on R indexed by the
semigroup of values Γ = ν(R \ {0}). This filtration is defined by the ideals

Pϕ(R) = {z ∈ R | ν(z) ≥ ϕ} and P+
ϕ (R) = {z ∈ R | ν(z) > ϕ}.

To this filtration is associated a graded ring

grνR =
⊕
ϕ∈Γ

Pϕ(R)

P+
ϕ (R)

,

where each element z of R \ {0} has a non zero initial form inνz, its image in the quotient
Pν(z)(R)

P+
ν(z)

(R)
. By construction, the value of the difference of two elements is larger than the value of

each if and only if they have the same initial form.
Let K be the fraction field of R and let Φ be the value group of the valuation ν, that is,

Φ = ν(K \{0}). The rank, or height, of ν is the cardinal3 of the totally ordered set (for the order
opposite to inclusion) of nonzero prime ideals of Rν , or equivalently of the totally ordered set
(for inclusion) of convex subgroups of Φ different from Φ. We refer to [ZS, Chapter VI, Theorem
15] or [B, Chapter VI, § 4, no. 5, Definition 2] for details. If the rational rank dimQΦ⊗ZQ of ν
is finite, for example if the ring R is noetherian, (see [ZS, Appendix 2, Proposition 1, Proposition
2]), the rank is finite.

Let Ψ be a proper convex subgroup of Φ, Ψ 6= (0). Let mΨ (resp. pΨ) be the prime ideal of
Rν (resp. R) corresponding to Ψ, that is,

mΨ = {x ∈ Rν | ν(x) /∈ Ψ} and pΨ = mΨ ∩R.

The valuation ν is composed of a residual valuation ν̄Ψ, whose valuation ring Rν̄Ψ
is the quotient

Rν/mΨ and with values in Ψ, and a valuation ν′Ψ whose valuation ring is the localization RmΨ

and with values in Φ/Ψ. With the usual notation, ν = ν′Ψ ◦ ν̄Ψ. For every x ∈ Rν \mΨ, we have
ν̄Ψ(x̄) = ν(x), where x̄ denotes the residue class of x in Rν/mΨ. We have an injective local ring
map R/pΨ ↪→ Rν/mΨ and the valuation ν̄Ψ induces by restriction a valuation centered in R/pΨ

(with value group contained in Ψ). We denote this valuation also by ν̄Ψ and call it the residual
valuation on R/pΨ. We extend its definition to the case of Ψ = Φ setting pΦ = (0) and ν̄Φ = ν.

Let K ↪→ L be an algebraic field extension. For any valuation ν̃ of L extending ν, by [B,
Ch. VI, § 8, no. 1, Proposition 1] the value group Φ̃ of ν̃ contains Φ as a subgroup such that
Φ̃/Φ is a torsion group . By [B, Ch. VI, § 8, no. 1, Lemme 2], if [L : K] is finite Φ is a subgroup
of finite index of Φ̃. The fact that Φ̃/Φ is a torsion group implies that the map Ψ̃ 7→ Ψ̃ ∩ Φ is
an ordered bijection from the set of convex subgroups of Φ̃ to the set of convex subgroups of
Φ. The inverse map associates to a convex subgroup Ψ ⊂ Φ the smallest convex subgroup of Φ̃

3The set of convex subgroups of Φ may not be well ordered; see [B, Exercise 3 to Chap.VI, § 4], where it
appears that the set of those convex subgroups of a totally ordered abelian group that are principal can realize
any totally ordered set. However, the smallest convex subgroup containing a subset of Φ exists as the intersection
of such convex subgroups.
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containing Ψ (see [B, Ch. VI, § 8, no. 1, Lemme 3]). Moreover, each quotient Ψ̃/Ψ is a torsion
group so that Ψ is cofinal in Ψ̃.

3.2. Ostrowski’s Lemma and initial forms. Now return to our setting. Let us consider the
sequences (δi)i∈N and (σi)i≥1 attached to the Nagata polynomial F (X) ∈ R[X] (see Defini-
tion 2.5). For i ≥ 1, set

ηi := σ∞ − σi ∈ R[σ∞]∗.

By Proposition 2.7, we have that ν̃(ηi) = ν(δi) for all i ≥ 1.
Let h(X) be a polynomial in R[X] of degree s ≥ 0. We note that h(σi) ∈ R for all i ≥ 1 and

we are going to study the behavior of the ν(h(σi)) as i increases. Since the Nagata extension is
non trivial, the σi are all different and thus h(σi) 6= 0 for all i large enough.

Consider the usual expansion h(X + α) =
∑s
m=0 hm(X)αm of h(X + α) as a polynomial in

X and α. If the polynomial hm(X) is not zero, then its degree is s−m.

Remark 3.1. The maps ∂m : h(X) 7→ hm(X) are Hasse–Schmidt derivations satisfying the iden-
tities ∂m ◦ ∂m′ = ∂m′ ◦ ∂m =

(
m+m′

m

)
∂m+m′ . Some use the mnemonic notation ∂m = 1

m!
∂m

∂Xm .

We have the following identities in K(σ∞):

h(σ∞) = h(σi) +

s∑
m=1

hm(σi)η
m
i ,(?)

h(σi) = h(σ∞) +

s∑
m=1

hm(σ∞)(−1)mηmi .(??)

Since σi+1 = σi + δi, we also have the identity:

(? ? ?) h(σi+1) = h(σi) +

s∑
m=1

hm(σi)δ
m
i .

Lemma 3.2. The subgroup of the value group Φ of ν generated by the values of the δi is finitely
generated and therefore of finite rational rank.

Proof. Starting from the equalities F ′(σi)δi = −F (σi) = −
∑n
m=1 Fm(σ∞)(−1)mηmi which fol-

low from (??) and applying again the equality (??) to the derivative F ′(X) = F1(X), we ob-
tain the following equality, where the F ′q(X) are those polynomials occurring in the expansion
F ′(X + α) = F ′(X) +

∑n−1
q=1 F

′
q(X)αq:

F ′(σ∞)ηi+1 =

n∑
m=2

Fm(σ∞)(−1)mηmi +

n−1∑
q=1

F ′q(σ∞)(−1)qηqi δi.

By construction, we have the identity F ′q(X) = (q + 1)Fq+1(X) for 1 ≤ q ≤ n − 1, so that the
previous equality can be rewritten as

F ′(σ∞)ηi+1 =

n∑
m=2

(ηi −mδi)Fm(σ∞)(−1)mηm−1
i .

For 2 ≤ m ≤ n, we have ν̃(ηi−mδi) = ν̃(ηi+1−(m−1)δi) = ν(δi). Since the sequence (ν(δi))i∈N
is strictly increasing, the ν̃-values of any two terms of the sum of the right hand side are different
for all large enough i. Therefore, remembering that ν̃(F ′(σ∞)) = 0 and that none of the δi or ηi
is zero (because the extension R→ S is non trivial), this equality shows that ν̃(ηi+1) = ν(δi+1)
is, for large i, in the semigroup generated by the ν-values of finitely many δi and the ν̃-value of
the Fm(σ∞), m = 2, . . . , n. Thus, the subgroup of Φ generated by the ν(δi) is contained in a
finitely generated subgroup of the value group Φ̃ of ν̃ and so is finitely generated. �

Remark 3.3. The fact that the group generated by the ν(δi) is of finite rational rank also follows
from Abhyankar’s inequality since this group is contained in the value group of the restriction
of ν to a subring of R which is essentially of finite type over the prime ring and contains the
coefficients of F (X). Lemma 3.2 gives a stronger result.
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Since the sequence (ν(δi))i∈N is strictly increasing, for large i there are no two terms of the
sum in (??) with the same ν̃-value. However we do not see immediately that the permuta-
tion (k1, . . . , ks) of (1, . . . , s) such that ν̃(hk1(σ∞)(−1)k1ηk1

i ) < . . . < ν̃(hks(σ∞)(−1)ksηksi ) is
independent of i. The purpose of the next proposition is to establish this.

Proposition 3.4. (Ostrowski-Kaplansky; see [O, Teil III, statement IV, p.371 ff.] and [K,
Lemma 4]) Let Φ be a totally ordered abelian group. Let β1, . . . , βs ∈ Φ and distinct integers
t1, . . . , ts ∈ N\{0} be given. Let (γτ )τ∈T be a strictly increasing family of elements of Φ indexed
by a well ordered set T without last element. There exist an element ι ∈ T and a permutation
(k1, . . . , ks) of (1, . . . , s) such that for all τ ≥ ι we have the inequalities

βk1
+ tk1

γτ < βk2
+ tk2

γτ < · · · < βks + tksγτ .

Proof. 4 We begin with the following:

Proposition 3.5. (L. Moret-Bailly)Let Φ be a totally ordered abelian group and T a totally
ordered non empty set without last element. Let γ : T → Φ; τ 7→ γτ , be a strictly increasing
map. Consider the group H = Φ×Z and define H+ to be the set of pairs (φ,m) ∈ H such that
φ + mγτ ≥ 0 for large enough τ . Then H+ is the positive semigroup of a totally ordered group
structure on H.

Proof. It follows almost directly from the assumptions that H is the direct sum of H+ and
−H+ = {(φ,m)|φ + mγτ ≤ 0 for large enough τ}. Indeed, if (φ,m) /∈ H+, then if m > 0 we
must have φ + mγτ < 0 for large τ since the map γ is strictly increasing and if m < 0 we use
the fact that τ 7→ φ+mγτ is strictly decreasing. This gives H the desired structure. �

The result of Ostrowski-Kaplansky follows : the pairs (βi, ti), which are distinct since the ti
are, lie in the totally ordered group H and therefore, up to a permutation, are strictly ordered
with respect to the order on H determined by the map γ. �

Remark 3.6. Another proof of Proposition 3.4 is given by F.-V. Kuhlmann in [Ku3, Lemma
8.8], which is unfortunately not yet published.

We can now use Proposition 3.4 to prove the

Proposition 3.7. Let h(X) ∈ R[X] be a polynomial of degree s > 0. Keep the notations of the
identity (??) above. There exist i0 ∈ N and k ∈ {1, . . . , s} such that for i ≥ i0 we have

inν̃(h(σ∞)− h(σi)) = −inν̃(hk(σ∞)(−1)kηki ).

In particular, ν̃(h(σ∞) − h(σi)) = ν̃(hk(σ∞)(−1)kηki ) for i ≥ i0 and h(σ∞) is a limit for the
valuation ν̃ of the pseudo–convergent sequence (h(σi))i≥i0 .

Proof. The polynomial hs(X) is a nonzero constant polynomial. If s = 1 then the first statement
is trivial. In the general case it is enough to apply Proposition 3.4 to the βm = ν̃(hm(σ∞)) in
the value group Φ̃ of ν̃, with tm = m, γi = ν(δi), and T = N, recalling that ν̃(ηi) = ν(δi) and
ν(δi+1) ≥ 2ν(δi).

The second statement follows directly from the first. In order to prove the last part of the
proposition it is enough to observe that if h(σ∞) ∈ K(σ∞) is such that ν̃(h(σ∞) − h(σi)) is
less than ν̃(h(σ∞) − h(σj)) for i0 ≤ i < j, then (h(σi))i≥i0 is necessarily a pseudo–convergent
sequence for ν̃ having h(σ∞) as a limit. Since ν̃(ηi) < ν̃(ηj) for i < j, this ends the proof. �

Remarks 3.8. (1) Proposition 3.7 is essentially a slightly more precise version of a result of
Ostrowski (see [O, part III, statement III, p.371 ff.], [K, Lemma 5] and [Ku3, Chapter 8]) to
the effect that the values taken by a polynomial with coefficients in R on a pseudo–convergent
sequence of elements of R (in this case the σi) form themselves a pseudo–convergent sequence
and therefore their valuations are eventually either constant or strictly increasing. Ostrowski’s
result, proved for rank one valuations in [O], stated for arbitrary rank in [K] and proved in
[Ku3], is more general in that it applies to all pseudo–convergent sequences.

4We are grateful to Laurent Moret-Bailly for communicating to us this elegant proof, which in particular
makes the original assumption that the set T is well ordered superfluous.
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(2) We shall see below in Proposition 4.5 that there exist an index i0, an element a ∈ Rν and
an integer e with 0 ≤ e ≤ s such that for i ≥ i0 we have inνh(σi) = inν(aδei ).

Corollary 3.9. Keep the notations of Proposition 3.7. If the sequence (ν(h(σi)))i≥1 is even-
tually constant, then inν̃(h(σ∞)) = inν(h(σi)) for all i large enough. Otherwise, for all i large
enough we have ν̃(h(σ∞)) > ν(h(σi+1)) > ν(h(σi)) and inν(h(σi)) = −inν̃(hk(σ∞)(−1)kηki ).

Proof. Since (h(σi))i≥i0 is pseudo–convergent, then either there exists i1 ≥ i0 such that the
sequence (ν(h(σi)))i≥i1 is constant or ν(h(σj)) > ν(h(σi)) whenever j > i ≥ i1.

Assume that we are in the first case and call ϕ = ν(h(σi)), i ≥ i1. Since (ν̃(ηi))i≥1 is
strictly increasing, for all i large enough, ϕ is different from ν̃(hk(σ∞)(−1)kηki ). By the same
argument, ν̃(h(σ∞)) 6= ν̃(hk(σ∞)(−1)kηki ) for any sufficiently large i. Then, for large i we must
have ν̃(h(σ∞)) = ν(h(σi)) < ν̃(h(σ∞) − h(σi)) = ν̃(hk(σ∞)(−1)kηki ) and, as a consequence,
inν̃(h(σ∞)) = inν(h(σi)).

If ν(h(σj)) > ν(h(σi)) for j > i ≥ i0, then y = 0 is a limit for ν̃ of the pseudo–convergent
sequence (h(σi))i≥i0 . If h(σ∞) = 0 then the result is clear because h(σi) 6= 0 for large i, so
assume that h(σ∞) 6= 0. From the fact that h(σ∞) is also a limit we deduce that

ν̃(h(σ∞)) = ν̃(h(σ∞)− y) > ν(h(σj)− h(σi)) = ν(h(σi))

for j > i ≥ i0. Hence for i ≥ i0, inν̃(h(σ∞) − h(σi)) = −inν(h(σi)), which coincides with
inν̃(hk(σ∞)(−1)kηki ). �

3.3. The convex subgroups associated to a Nagata polynomial. In this subsection we
denote by Φ the value group of ν. We make the first steps towards the computation of ν̃. Our
main tools are Lemma 3.14, Corollary 3.9, and two convex subgroups of Φ that we associate to
a Nagata polynomial, one of them invariant after any change of variable X 7→ X ′ + α in R[X]
with α ∈ mR.

Definition 3.10. Let ν be a valuation centered in a local domain R and let Φ be its value
group. Let F (X) ∈ R[X] be a Nagata polynomial such that δi 6= 0 for all i ≥ 0, where (δi)i∈N
is the Newton sequence of values attached to it. The convex subgroup ΨF of Φ associated to
F (X) is the smallest convex subgroup of Φ containing all the ν(δi).

In particular the subgroup ΨF is defined for Nagata polynomials giving rise to a non trivial
Nagata extension. We have ΨF 6= (0) because all the δi belong to mR. We now come back to
the behavior of the δi with the following two observations:

Lemma 3.11. Let Φ̃ be the value group of ν̃ and let Ψ̃F be the smallest convex subgroup of Φ̃

containing ΨF . The ν(δi) are cofinal in ΨF and therefore in Ψ̃F .

Proof. We have seen in Subsection 3.1 that ΨF is cofinal in Ψ̃F . Next we prove that (ν(δi))i∈N
is cofinal in ΨF .

Observe that ΨF is the smallest convex subgroup of Φ which contains the subgroup Φ′ ⊂ Φ
generated by the ν(δi). Let us show that Φ′ is cofinal in ΨF . It suffices to deal with the positive
semigroups of the groups in sight. If there exists ϕ ∈ ΨF,>0 such that for any ζ ∈ Φ′>0 we have
ζ < ϕ, we see that the elements {θ ∈ Φ≥0 | ∀n ∈ N, nθ < ϕ} form a semigroup: given θ, θ′ with
this property we may assume that θ ≤ θ′ and then n(θ + θ′) ≤ 2nθ′ < ϕ for all n ∈ N. This
semigroup contains Φ′≥0, is the positive part of a convex subgroup of Φ and does not contain
ϕ. This contradicts the minimality of ΨF . Thus, Φ′ is cofinal in ΨF and to finish the proof it
suffices to show that the ν(δi) are cofinal in Φ′, which has finite rank by Lemma 3.2.

Let Ψ′1 be the largest proper convex subgroup of Φ′ (it exists because Φ′ has finite rank). By
construction it cannot contain all the ν(δi). We know from Proposition 2.4 that ν(δi+1) ≥ 2ν(δi).
The images of the ν(δi) in the rank one group Φ′/Ψ′1 satisfy the same inequality and therefore
are cofinal in this archimedian ordered group. This implies that the ν(δi) are cofinal in Φ′. �

Lemma 3.12. There exists i0 ≥ 0 such that ΨF is the smallest convex subgroup of Φ containing
ν(δi0).
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Proof. By Lemma 3.2, the subgroup Φ′ of Φ generated by the ν(δi) is finitely generated, so
there exists i0 ≥ 0 such that Φ′ = Zν(δ0) + . . .+ Zν(δi0). Therefore ΨF is the smallest convex
subgroup of Φ that contains the set {ν(δi)}i0i=0. To finish the proof, use that ν(δi) < ν(δi+1). �

Remark 3.13. With the notations of Lemma 3.11, if ΨF = Φ then Ψ̃F = Φ̃.

Let ν̄ΨF be the residual valuation on R/pΨF (see Subsection 3.1). We call LF the fraction
field of R/pΨF and we fix an algebraic closure LF of LF . Given a ∈ R, we denote by ā the
residue class of a modulo pΨF .

The image F (X) ∈ R/pΨF [X] of the Nagata polynomial F (X) ∈ R[X] is again a Nagata
polynomial. In addition, the Newton sequence of values and the sequence of partial sums
attached to F (X) are (δ̄i)i∈N and (σ̄i)i≥1, respectively (that is, they are obtained from the
sequences attached to F (X) by reduction modulo pΨF ). By construction, δ̄i is different from
zero and ν(δi) = ν̄ΨF (δ̄i) for all i ≥ 0, and the convex subgroup ΨF associated to F (X) is the
whole group of the valuation ν̄ΨF .

Hence we have a Nagata extension R/pΨF → SF = (R/pΨF [X]/(F (X)))NF , where NF
corresponds to the maximal ideal (mR/pΨF , X) of R/pΨF [X]; and a valuation ν̄ΨF , in the
sequel called ν̄F , which is centered in the local domain R/pΨF . According to what we saw in
Section 2, the valuation ν̄F determines a minimal prime ideal HSF (ν̄F ) of SF with the property
that ν̄F extends uniquely to a valuation ˜̄νF centered in SF /HSF (ν̄F ) through the inclusion
R/pΨF ⊂ SF /HSF (ν̄F ). We present the quotient SF /HSF (ν̄F ) in the form R/pΨF [σ̄∞]∗ where
σ̄∞ ∈ LF satisfies F (σ̄∞) = 0 and ˜̄νF (σ̄∞) > 0.

We shall need the following lemma, in which we keep these notations. Observe that in the
case where ΨF = Φ it also holds (one has R/pΨF = R, SF = S, and ν̄F = ν).

Lemma 3.14. Let h(X) ∈ R[X] be such that its image h̄(X) in R/pΨF [X] is not zero. Then
for all i large enough we have ν(h(σi)) ∈ ΨF , and the following are equivalent:
(1) The sequence (ν(h(σi)))i≥1 is not eventually constant.
(2) The image of h̄(X) in SF belongs to HSF (ν̄F ).

Proof. This is automatically true if h̄(X) is a non zero constant polynomial, so assume that
deg h̄(X) > 0. The elements h̄(σ̄i) ∈ R/pΨF are the images of the h(σi) under the natural
epimorphism R → R/pΨF , and they cannot be zero for infinitely many values of i, so that
h(σi) /∈ pΨF , which means that ν(h(σi)) = ν̄F (h̄(σ̄i)) ∈ ΨF , at least for large i. This equality
proves the first part of the result and will be implicitly used in what follows.

Let us now prove that (1) and (2) are equivalent. Recall that (2) holds if and only if h̄(σ̄∞) = 0
in LF (σ̄∞). In view of Corollary 3.9, if ν(h(σi)) is constant for large i, its value is the ˜̄νF -value
of the element h̄(σ̄∞) and is in ΨF , therefore h̄(σ̄∞) 6= 0. If ν(h(σi)) is not constant for large i,
by Corollary 3.9 there exists k such that 1 ≤ k ≤ deg h̄(X) and

˜̄νF (h̄(σ̄∞)) > ν̄F (h̄(σ̄i)) = ˜̄νF (h̄k(σ̄∞)(−1)kη̄ki ) = ˜̄νF (h̄k(σ̄∞)) + k ν̄F (δ̄i)

for all i large enough, where η̄i = σ̄∞ − σ̄i and h̄k(X) ∈ R/pΨF [X]. These inequalities and
Lemma 3.11 imply that the ν̄F (h̄(σ̄i)) are cofinal in the value group of ˜̄νF . Thus, h̄(σ̄∞) = 0. �

Remark 3.15. We know how to compute the ν̃-value of any non zero element of K(σ∞) once
we know to calculate ν̃(h(σ∞)) for h(X) ∈ R[X] such that 0 < deg h(X) < degF ∗(X). Let us
apply Lemma 3.14 and Corollary 3.9 to such a polynomial. When ΨF = Φ, these results say that
ν̃(h(σ∞)) = ν(h(σi)) for all i large enough. If ΨF ( Φ, then we would reach the same conclusion
if could guarantee that h̄(X) ∈ R/pΨF [X] is a non zero polynomial whose degree is less that
the degree of the minimal polynomial of σ̄∞ over LF . This condition on the degree is satisfied
if F (X) becomes irreducible, more precisely, when its image F (X) ∈ R/pΨF [X] is irreducible in
LF [X]. Observe that deg h̄(X) ≤ deg h(X) < degF ∗(X) ≤ degF (X) = degF (X).

As explained in Remark 2.2, given α ∈ mR, Fα(X ′) := F (X ′ + α) ∈ R[X ′] is a Nagata
polynomial defining a Nagata extension Sα of R that is isomorphic to S. Moreover, since
ν(F ∗(α)) > 0 we have F ∗α(X ′) = F ∗(X ′+α), and therefore S/HS(ν) is isomorphic to Sα/HSα(ν).
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So we may first make a change of variable X ′ = X −α with α ∈ mR, and then construct the
Newton sequence of values (δ

(α)
i )i∈N and the sequence of partial sums (σ

(α)
i )i≥1 attached to the

polynomial Fα(X ′) by iterating Newton’s method.
Since the Nagata extension R → S is non trivial, F (a) 6= 0 for all a ∈ mR, and the set

{ν(F (a)) | a ∈ mR} is contained in Φ. This subset of the value group does not depend on the
choice of the variable: for all α ∈ mR, it equals the set {ν(Fα(a)) | a ∈ mR} ⊆ Φ.

Definition 3.16. Let ν be a valuation centered in a local domain R and let Φ be its value
group. Let F (X) ∈ R[X] be a Nagata polynomial defining a non trivial Nagata extension of R.
The intrinsic convex subgroup Ψ of Φ associated to F (X) is the smallest convex subgroup of Φ
containing all the ν(F (a)) with a ∈ mR.

Given α ∈ mR, in Definition 3.10 we associated to the polynomial Fα(X ′) ∈ R[X ′] a convex
subgroup ΨFα of Φ. Next we explain the relationship between the intrinsic convex subgroup Ψ
and these ΨFα .

Lemma 3.17. With the notations of this subsection, we have:
(1) ΨFα ⊆ Ψ.
(2) ΨFα = Ψ if and only if Fα(X ′) ∈ R/pΨFα

[X ′] defines a non trivial Nagata extension of the
local domain R/pΨFα

.

Proof. Statement (1) follows from the identities ν(δ
(α)
0 ) = ν(F (α)) and ν(δ

(α)
i ) = ν(F (σ

(α)
i +α))

for i ≥ 1. Having a strict inclusion ΨFα ( Ψ is equivalent to the existence of a ∈ mR such that
Fα(a) ∈ pΨFα

. In turn, this is equivalent to saying that the polynomial Fα(X ′) ∈ R/pΨFα
[X ′]

has a root in mR/pΨFα
, which means that it defines a trivial Nagata extension of R/pΨFα

. �

Definition 3.18. We say that X ′ = X − α, where α ∈ mR, is a good variable if the following
conditions are satisfied:
(1) ΨFα = Ψ.
(2) ΨFα is the smallest convex subgroup of Φ containing ν(δ

(α)
0 ).

In the finite rank case, we can assume that our Nagata extension is of the form Sα with
α ∈ mR defining a good variable:

Lemma 3.19. If the rank of ν is finite then there exists a good variable.

Proof. We first concentrate on (1) in Definition 3.18. If it is satisfied for α = 0 then we are
done. Assume that this is not the case. Then we can choose a1 ∈ mR such that F (a1) ∈ pΨF .
Set α1 = a1 and consider Fα1

(X ′) = F (X ′ + a1). Since ν(δ
(α1)
0 ) = ν(F (a1)) /∈ ΨF and

the convex subgroups of Φ are totally ordered by inclusion, it follows that ΨF ( ΨFα1
. If

ΨFα1
= Φ, then α1 satisfies (1) and we stop. Otherwise we pick a2 ∈ mR such that Fα1

(a2)

belongs to pΨFα1
and set α2 = α1 + a2. Now consider the polynomial Fα2

(X ′) = F (X ′ + α2).

We have ν(δ
(α2)
0 ) = ν(Fα1(a2)) /∈ ΨFα1

and, by the same argument as before, we get a chain
ΨF ( ΨFα1

( ΨFα2
⊆ Φ. After a finite number of iterations this process has to stop because

our assumption on its rank. But it cannot stop unless ΨFα = Ψ.
Suppose that ΨF = Ψ but (2) in Definition 3.18 is not satisfied. By Lemma 3.12, there exists

i0 > 0 such that ΨF is the smallest convex subgroup of Φ containing ν(δi0). Then X ′ = X−σi0
is a good variable. �

Remark 3.20. The assumption on the rank of the valuation is needed to guarantee that condition
(1) in Definition 3.18 can be achieved.

3.4. End of the proof of Theorem 1. Finally, we prove the main result of this section and
obtain Theorem 1.(2) as a corollary of it.

Proposition 3.21. Let ν be a valuation centered in a local domain R with value group Φ. Let
R→ S be a Nagata extension and let ν̃ be the unique valuation centered in S/HS(ν) extending
ν through the inclusion R ⊂ S/HS(ν). Then, the value group of ν̃ is Φ.
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Proof. Let F (X) be a Nagata polynomial of degree n defining the extension R → S, which we
assume to be non trivial.

Reduction to the case where R is integrally closed: Keep the notation introduced before
Lemma 2.9. In view of the following commutative diagram (see (D1) in Remark 2.11),

R� _

��

� � // S/HS(ν)� _
��

' // R[σ∞]∗� _
��

� � // K(σ∞)

R̃ �
� // S̃

' // R̃[σ∞]∗

) 	
77

where all the vertical maps are local ring homomorphisms, it suffices to show the result for the
Nagata extension R̃→ S̃ and the same valuations ν and ν̃.

From now on, R is an integrally closed local domain. By Lemma 2.9 and our assumption
on R, we can assume that F (X) = F ∗(X), which simplifies the notation in what follows. Any
element of the value group of ν̃ is of the form ν̃(a h(σ∞)) where a ∈ R \ {0} and h(X) is a
polynomial in R[X] such that 0 ≤ deg h(X) < n. Therefore it is enough to prove that ν̃(h(σ∞))
belongs to Φ. If its degree is zero, then ν̃(h(σ∞)) = ν(h(σ∞)) ∈ Φ; thus we may assume that
deg h(X) > 0.

Reduction to case where ν is of finite rank: Let P0 be the prime ring in R, that is, Z/pZ if R
is of characteristic p, and Z otherwise. The ring R is the inductive limit of its P0–subalgebras
that are essentially of finite type. Since R is integrally closed, one may restrict the inductive
system to the integrally closed local subalgebras dominated by R that are essentially of finite
type over P0. This is because both Z and Fp are Nagata rings (see [LM, Ch. 14, no.1], [Ma,
Chap. 12, p.241],) so that the integral closure of such a subalgebra in its field of fractions is
noetherian and its localization at the center of the valuation is again noetherian. Let us consider
a subalgebra R0 of R of this type and containing the coefficients of the polynomial F (X). We
call K0 ⊆ K the fraction field of R0.

The valuation ν induces a valuation ν0 centered in R0 whose valuation ring is Rν0
= Rν ∩K0.

Since R0 is essentially of finite type over P0, the value group Φ0 of ν0 has finite rational rank.
Indeed, this rank is bounded by the transcendence degree of K0 over the fraction field of P0 by
Abhyankar’s inequality (see [B, Ch. VI, § 10, no.3, Cor.1]). Therefore Φ0 has finite rank.

The polynomial F (X) ∈ R0[X] is a Nagata polynomial and, if S0 is the Nagata extension
of R0 defined by F (X) and ν̃0 is the extension of ν0 to S0 (note that HS0(ν0) = (0), see
Remark 2.11), we have that Rν̃0

corresponds to Rν̃ ∩K0(σ∞) and a commutative diagram as
follows:

R0� _

��

� � // S0� _

��

' // R0[σ∞]∗� _
��

� � // K0(σ∞)� _
��

R �
� // S

' // R[σ∞]∗
� � // K(σ∞)

where all the vertical maps are local ring homomorphisms. Since given a finite number of
polynomials in R[X] one may assume that R0 contains the coefficients of all the polynomials,
we see that it is enough to prove the result in the case where the local domain is integrally closed
and the rank of the valuation is finite.

Proof in the case where R is integrally closed and ν is of finite rank: According to Lemma 3.14
and Corollary 3.9, if ΨF = Φ then ν̃(h(σ∞)) = ν(h(σi)) for all i large enough, and this ends the
proof. Next we treat the case ΨF ( Φ.

The polynomial F (X) defines non trivial Nagata extensions of R and Rν that sit in a natural
commutative diagram of local ring homomorphisms:

(D2)
R� _

��

� � // S = R[σ∞]∗� _

��

� � // Rν̃

Rν
� � // Rν [σ∞]∗

) 	

66

Every finitely generated ideal of Rν is principal and generated by an element of its set of
generators. Therefore h(X) can be written in Rν [X] as h(X) = htH(X) with ht ∈ Rν \ {0} and
H(X) ∈ Rν [X] having a coefficient equal to one.
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Let ν̄ := ν̄ΨF be the residual valuation (corresponding to ΨF ) with which ν is composed and
let L be the fraction field of its valuation ring Rν̄ = Rν/mΨF . Fix an algebraic closure of L and
write the Nagata extension defined by the image F (X) of F (X) in Rν̄ [X] as Rν̄ ↪→ Rν̄ [σ̄∞]∗,
where F (σ̄∞) = 0. Let us first assume that F (X) ∈ Rν̄ [X] is irreducible. Since Rν̄ is integrally
closed (recall that any valuation ring has this property, see [B, Ch. VI, § 1, no. 3, Corollary 1])
and the polynomial is monic, this is equivalent to being irreducible in L[X]. Therefore F (X) is
the minimal polynomial of σ̄∞ over L. Then we finish the proof as follows:

On the one hand, the image H(X) of H(X) in Rν̄ [X] is not zero because at least one of
its coefficients equals 1. On the other hand, we have degH(X) ≤ deg h(X) < n = degF (X)
and thus H(σ̄∞) 6= 0. Applying Lemma 3.14 and Corollary 3.9 (to Rν , F (X), and H(X)) we
conclude that ν̃(H(σ∞)) = ν(H(σi)) for all i large enough. This fact and the relation between
h(X) and H(X) show that, for large i, ν̃(h(σ∞)) = ν(h(σi)).

Next we address the proof in the case where F (X) is a multiple of the minimal polynomial of
σ̄∞ over L. This minimal polynomial has coefficients in Rν̄ by Lemma 2.9.(1). Let us write it as
the imageQ(X) in Rν̄ [X] of a monic polynomialQ(X) ∈ Rν [X] with degQ(X) = degQ(X) < n.
We have ν̄(Q(0)) > 0 and an equality F (X) = G(X)Q(X) in Rν̄ [X]. Hence by Lemma 2.3,
Q(X) is a Nagata polynomial and G(0) does not belong to the maximal ideal mν̄ = mν/mΨF

of Rν̄ . It is straightforward that Q(X) ∈ Rν [X] is an irreducible Nagata polynomial.
Let (εi)i∈N and (τi)i≥1 be the Newton sequence of values and the sequence of partial sums

attached to Q(X). We can extend ν̃ to the algebraic closure K of K and therefore consider
the distinguished root τ (0)

∞ ∈ K of Q(X) satisfying ν̃(τ
(0)
∞ ) = ν(ε0) > 0. Note that Q(X) is the

minimal polynomial of τ (0)
∞ . In addition, by Euclidean division (in the rings Rν [X] and Rν̄ [X]),

(1) F (X) = G1(X)Q(X) +B(X)

with G1(X) = G(X) and B(X) = 0 in Rν̄ [X], and thus G1(0) /∈ mν and B(X) ∈ mΨFRν [X].
Since ν has finite rank, by Lemma 3.19 we can assume that X is a good coordinate. Under

this assumption we have ΨF = Ψ, and hence Q(X) and Q(X) both define non trivial Nagata
extensions. Indeed, Q(X) defines the same Nagata extension as F (X) and, if Q(a) = 0 for some
a ∈ mR, then ν(F (a)) = ν(B(a)) /∈ ΨF , which is a contradiction.

Let ΨQ (resp. Ψ′) be the convex subgroup (resp. the intrinsic convex subgroup) of Φ
associated to Q(X). Given a ∈ mR, evaluating in a the expression (1) above, and taking
into account that ν(G1(a)) = 0 and that ν(B(a)) is greater than any element in ΨF , we obtain
that ν(F (a)) = ν(Q(a)). On the one hand, by definition of Ψ′ and Lemma 3.17.(1), we have
ΨQ ⊆ Ψ′ = Ψ = ΨF . On the other hand, taking a = 0 gives that ν(δ0) = ν(ε0), and since
ΨF is the smallest convex subgroup containing ν(δ0), we get ΨF ⊆ ΨQ. This shows that
ΨQ = Ψ′ = Ψ = ΨF .

We write the Nagata extension defined by Q(X) ∈ Rν [X] as Rν ↪→ R1 = Rν [τ
(0)
∞ ]∗ ⊂ K(τ

(0)
∞ ).

Let ν1 be the valuation centered in R1 which extends ν and denote by Rν1
its valuation ring.

Note that Rν1
coincides with Rν̃ ∩ K(τ

(0)
∞ ). Moreover, the value group of ν1 is the group Φ.

Indeed, we have ν̄ΨQ = ν̄F and Q(X) ∈ Rν̄ [X] irreducible, and we have seen before that the
result is true in this case. The key point is that ΨQ = ΨF .

Let us now consider the polynomial F1(X1) = F (X1 + τ
(0)
∞ ) ∈ R1[X1]. It is still a Nagata

polynomial of degree n and vanishes at σ(1)
∞ = σ∞−τ (0)

∞ . In fact, F (X) is a Nagata polynomial in
R1[X] and τ (0)

∞ ∈ mR1
, so with the notation of Subsection 3.3, F1(X1) is the polynomial Fα(X1)

for α = τ
(0)
∞ , X1 = X − α. In addition, ν̃ takes a positive value on σ

(1)
∞ because ν̃(σ∞) and

ν̃(τ
(0)
∞ ) are both positive (more precisely, we have ν̃(σ∞) = ν(δ0) = ν(ε0) = ν̃(τ

(0)
∞ ) ∈ ΨF,>0).

Since R1 is an integrally closed local domain (it is a Nagata extension of an integrally closed
domain, see [L, Proposition 7]), the polynomial F1(X1) determines the Nagata extension

R1 ↪→ S1 = R1[σ(1)
∞ ]∗ ⊂ K(σ∞, τ

(0)
∞ ),

which contains σ∞. The extension Rν [σ∞]∗ ↪→ S1 therefore is a Nagata extension and, setting
h1(X1) = h(X1 + τ

(0)
∞ ), the element h(σ∞) is mapped to h1(σ

(1)
∞ ) which is non zero because
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deg h(X) < n and h(σ∞) and h(σ
(1)
∞ + τ

(0)
∞ ) have the same image in the henselization of Rν .

The valuation ν̃1 centered in S1 extending ν1 has valuation ring Rν̃1
= Rν̃ ∩K(σ∞, τ

(0)
∞ ).

Figure 1 might help the reader to visualize this construction: we have a commutative dia-
gram of local ring homomorphisms, where the last horizontal arrow corresponds to the Nagata
extension defined by F1(X1) seen as Nagata polynomial in Rν1

[X1].

R� _

��

� � // S = R[σ∞]∗� _

��

� v

))
Rν� _
��

� � // Rν [σ∞]∗� _
��

� � // Rν̃� _

��
R1 = Rν [τ

(0)
∞ ]∗� _

��

� � // S1 = R1[σ
(1)
∞ ]∗� _

��

� � // Rν̃1

Rν1

� � // Rν1
[σ

(1)
∞ ]∗

) 	

66

Figure 1. Commutative diagram constructed after one step.

Let (δ
(1)
i )i∈N and (σ

(1)
i )i≥1 be the Newton sequence of values and the sequence of partial sums

attached to F1(X1), respectively. Let ΨF1
be the convex subgroup of Φ associated to F1(X1).

Since ν1(δ
(1)
0 ) = ν1(F1(0)) = ν1(F (τ

(0)
∞ )) = ν1(B(τ

(0)
∞ )) /∈ ΨF and the set of convex subgroups

of Φ is totally ordered by inclusion, we have ΨF ( ΨF1 ⊆ Φ. Note that

ν1(δ
(1)
0 ) = ν̃(σ(1)

∞ ) > ν̃(σ∞) = ν̃(τ (0)
∞ ).

If ΨF1
= Φ then Lemma 3.14 and Corollary 3.9 imply that,

(2) ν̃(h(σ∞)) = ν̃1(h1(σ(1)
∞ )) = ν1(h1(σ

(1)
i )) = ν1(h(σ

(1)
i + τ (0)

∞ )) for all i large enough.

Assume that ΨF1
( Φ. Let ν1 := ν1ΨF1

be the residual valuation (corresponding to ΨF1
)

with which ν1 is composed. Suppose that the image F1(X1) ∈ Rν1
[X1] of F1(X1) is irreducible

(which in turn implies that F1(X1) is the minimal polynomial of σ(1)
∞ over K(τ

(0)
∞ )). Then,

writing h1(X1) = h1,t1H1(X1) in Rν1 [X1], where h1,t1 is a non zero constant and H1(X1)
has a coefficient equal to one, and repeating the same arguments as before, we conclude that
the statement (2) above also holds in this case. If F1(X1) is reducible, we lift its Nagata
factor Q1(X1) to an irreducible Nagata polynomial Q1(X1) ∈ Rν1

[X1], which has a unique root
τ

(1)
∞ ∈ K of positive ν̃-value, and repeat the construction.
Since ν1 has finite rank, we can assume that X1 is a good variable. We produce a Nagata

extension Rν1
↪→ R2 = Rν1

[τ
(1)
∞ ]∗ ⊂ K(τ

(0)
∞ , τ

(1)
∞ ) such that again the valuation extends uniquely

to a valuation ν2 centered in R2 and the value group does not change (so it is equal to Φ). The
Nagata polynomial F2(X2) = F1(X2 + τ

(1)
∞ ) ∈ R2[X2] determines a Nagata extension

R2 ↪→ S2 = R2[σ(2)
∞ ]∗ ⊂ K(σ∞, τ

(0)
∞ , τ (1)

∞ )

associated to the root of positive ν̃-value σ(2)
∞ = σ

(1)
∞ −τ (1)

∞ = σ∞−
∑1
k=0 τ

(k)
∞ , and which contains

Rν1 [σ
(1)
∞ ]∗. We call ν̃2 the valuation centered in S2 extending ν2, Rν̃2

= Rν̃ ∩K(σ∞, τ
(0)
∞ , τ

(1)
∞ ).

The element h(σ∞) is written in S2 as the non zero element h2(σ
(2)
∞ ) = h(σ

(2)
∞ +

∑1
k=0 τ

(k)
∞ ). In

addition, we have ΨF ( ΨF1
( ΨF2

⊆ Φ and ν2(δ
(2)
0 ) = ν̃(σ

(2)
∞ ) > ν̃(σ

(1)
∞ ) = ν̃(τ

(1)
∞ ).

We now ask whether ΨF2 = Φ, or ΨF2 ( Φ and we get an irreducible polynomial after
reducing the coefficients of F2(X2) modulo the prime ideal of Rν2 corresponding to ΨF2 . If one
of these conditions holds then, for all i large enough,

ν̃(h(σ∞)) = ν̃2(h2(σ(2)
∞ )) = ν2(h2(σ

(2)
i )) = ν2(h(σ

(2)
i +

1∑
k=0

τ (k)
∞ ));

otherwise, we repeat the construction.
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As we iterate this construction, the value groups of the valuations {νk}k≥1 that we create
remain equal to Φ which has a bounded rank, and the convex subgroups {ΨFk}k≥1 that we
determine grow strictly, so this process has to stop after finitely many steps, say ` ≥ 1 steps.
This proves that ν̃(h(σ∞)) is the value of the image h`(σ

(`)
∞ ) = h(σ

(`)
∞ +

∑`−1
k=0 τ

(k)
∞ ) of h(σ∞)

in a finite extension of K, for a uniquely defined extension ν̃` of ν; and it is also the ν`-value
for large i of h(σ

(`)
i +

∑`−1
k=0 τ

(k)
∞ ). The value group is preserved since by construction the value

group of ν` is the same as that of ν. �

The proof of Theorem 1.(2) is now straightforward.

Proof of Theorem 1.(2). Since the valuation ν extends uniquely to each S/HS(ν) without chang-
ing the value group by Proposition 3.21, the same is true for Rh/H(ν) =

⋃
S S/HS(ν). �

Remark 3.22. If it was infinite, the sequence τ (0)
∞ + τ

(1)
∞ + τ

(2)
∞ + · · · + τ

(k)
∞ built in the proof

of Proposition 3.21 would be a pseudo–convergent sequence of elements of the maximal ideal
of Rhν for the extension ν̃ of ν, which would have the property that for each integer j the
smallest convex subgroup containing ν̃(τ

(j+1)
∞ ) is strictly larger than the one containing ν̃(τ

(j)
∞ ).

Let us say that such a sequence is pseudo–convergent in scales. What we use here is that by
Abhyankar’s inequality (see [B, Ch. VI, § 10, no. 3, Corollary 1]) there can be no infinite such
sequence in a field of bounded transcendence degree over a valued field with a value group of
bounded rational rank, in our case the prime field with the trivial valuation. By construction,
σ∞ is in fact represented in S` by a finite sum σ∞ = τ

(0)
∞ + τ

(1)
∞ + τ

(2)
∞ + · · ·+ τ

(`−1)
∞ + σ

(`)
∞ .

Here and at the end of this paper we have only used the fact that the value group has finite
rank. A class of rings which have this property for any valuation and are not all noetherian are
the rings of finite valuative dimension in the sense of Jaffard in [J, Ch. IV].

We may summarize the conclusion of the preceding discussion as follows:

Definition 3.23. Let ν be a valuation centered in a local domain R and let F (X) ∈ R[X] be a
Nagata polynomial. Let ΨF be the convex subgroup of the value group of ν attached to F (X)
as in Definition 3.10 and let pΨF be the corresponding prime ideal of R. We say that F (X) is
ν-residually irreducible if the image F (X) ∈ R/pΨF [X] of F (X) is irreducible in LF [X], where
LF denotes the fraction field of R/pΨF .

This irreducibility implies that F (X) defines a non trivial Nagata extension of R/pΨF and
by Lemma 3.17 that ΨF is the intrinsic convex subgroup of the Nagata extension defined by
F (X). Remembering the discussion in Remark 3.15 and the factorization h(X) = htH(X) used
in the proof of Proposition 3.21, it also implies that for any polynomial h(X) ∈ R[X] such that
0 ≤ deg h(X) < degF ∗(X), we have for large i the equality inν(h(σi)) = inν̃(h(σ∞)).

The algorithm described above has the following consequence:

Proposition 3.24. Let ν be a valuation of finite rank centered in an integrally closed local
domain R. Given a Nagata extension R ↪→ R[σ∞]∗ corresponding to a Nagata polynomial
F (X) ∈ R[X], there exist a local domain R′ dominating R, dominated by the henselization of
Rν and containing σ∞, to which the valuation ν extends uniquely to a valuation centered in
R′ and with the same value group, and an element a′ ∈ R′ such that the Nagata polynomial
F ′(X) = F (X + a′) ∈ R′[X] is ν̃-residually irreducible.

Remark 3.25. In [K, Theorem 3], Kaplansky shows that a pseudo-convergent sequence (yτ )τ∈T of
elements of a valued field (K, ν) which is of algebraic type (see section 5 below for the definition)
and has no limit in K defines an immediate algebraic extension by the adjunction of a root of a
polynomial Q(X) ∈ K[X] of minimal degree among those polynomials h(X) ∈ K[X] for which
ν(h(yτ )) is not eventually stationary. In our situation the issue is that a Nagata polynomial
F (X) is a polynomial of minimal degree attached to the pseudo-convergent sequence (σi)i∈N
only if it is ν-residually irreducible in the sense of definition 3.23. To overcome this difficulty
we build a sequence of nested Nagata extensions Rj = Rν [σ∞, τ

(0)
∞ , τ

(1)
∞ , τ

(2)
∞ , · · · , τ (j)

∞ ]mj of
Rν by Nagata polynomials which do satisfy the ν-residual irreductiblity condition and thus
provide well defined immediate extensions (Rj , ν

(j)). The construction stops only when Fj(X) =
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F (X+τ
(0)
∞ +τ

(1)
∞ +τ

(2)
∞ + · · ·+τ (j)

∞ ) is ν(j)-residually irreducible in Rν(j) [X], and we prove that it
has to stop because the constant terms Fj(0) belong to a strictly increasing sequence of convex
subgroups of the value group of ν. Then, the pseudo-convergent sequence attached to the Nagata
polynomial Fj(X) ∈ Rj [X] does define an immediate and unique extension of Rj in the manner
described by Kaplansky. Since by construction the extension of ν to the valuation ν(j) on Rj is
immediate and unique, the result follows.

4. Applications

4.1. Connected components of the Riemann–Zariski space. In this subsection we apply
Theorem 1.(1) in the study of the Riemann–Zariski space RZ(R) of valuations centered in a
local domain R.

We start with the following result which, in a slightly different formulation, is classical (see
[E, Chap. III, §17], [Ku2, Theorem 5.14]). See also [stacks-project, Lemma 15.103.5 Tag 0ASF]5.
We give a proof in the spirit of this paper:

Corollary 4.1. The henselization of a valuation ring is a valuation ring with the same value
group.

Proof. A valuation ring Rν is integrally closed, so the henselization Rhν of Rν is a local domain
(and there is no minimal prime to consider, see Remark 2.11) and it is integrally closed (see
[LM, Theorem 13.12] or [EGA, Theorem 18.6.9]). As such, according to [B, Ch. VI, § 1, no. 3,
Theorem 3], Rhν is the intersection of all the valuation rings of Kh which dominate it, where Kh

is the fraction field of Rhν . By the uniqueness of the extension of the valuation ν (Theorem 1.(1)),
among all the valuation rings of Kh which dominate Rν there is only one which also dominates
Rhν , so Rhν is this valuation ring. The fact that the value group is the same follows from
Theorem 1.(2). �

Remark 4.2. As we mentioned in the abstract, corollary 4.1 implies our theorem 1: by func-
toriality the inclusion R ⊂ Rν extends uniquely to a map Rh → Rhν whose kernel, since its
intersection with R is zero and Rh is integral over R, is a minimal prime of Rh. If we know that
Rhν is a valuation ring with the same value group as Rν this gives theorem 1.

Let R be a local domain and let RZ(R) be the space of valuations centered in R. If K is
the fraction field of R, then RZ(R) consist of the set of all valuation rings of K which dominate
R endowed with the Zariski topology (see [ZS, Ch. VI, § 17]). This topology is obtained by
taking as a basis of open sets the subsets U(A), whose elements are the valuation rings of K
dominating R and containing A, where A ranges over the family of all finite subsets of K.

Corollary 4.3. Let R be a local domain and let {Hι}ι∈I be the set of minimal primes of Rh.
Let ϕ : RZ(R)→

⊔
ι∈I RZ(Rh/Hι) be the map which to a valuation ring Rν ∈ RZ(R) associates

the minimal prime H(ν) of Rh and the valuation ring Rν̃ ∈ RZ(Rh/H(ν)) of the extension ν̃ of
ν to Rh/H(ν). Then, the map ϕ satisfies the following:
(1) It is a homeomorphism.
(2) It induces a bijection between the set of connected components of RZ(R) and {Hι}ι∈I .

Proof. Let K be the fraction field of R and let R be the the integral closure of R in K. Any
maximal ideal of R is of the form mν ∩R for some valuation ring Rν of K dominating R (see [B,
Ch. VI, § 1, no. 3, Theorem 3]). The ideal H(ν) of Rh associated to ν then appears as the kernel
of the canonical map Rh → R̃h, where R̃ = Rmν∩R. Indeed, taking inductive limits of Nagata
extensions in the commutative diagram obtained by combination of (D1) and the diagram (D2)
for R̃, yields that Rh → Rhν can be written as the injection R̃h ↪→ Rhν composed with Rh → R̃h.
This defines a map from the set of maximal ideals of R to {Hι}ι∈I . We now define its inverse
map.

As in Remarks 2.13.(2), the fact that Rh is flat over R implies that for each ι ∈ I we have
Hι ∩ R = (0). Since the natural composed map pι : R → Rh → Rh/Hι is injective, it induces
an injection R ↪→ Rh/Hι, where again the bar means integral closure. The maximal ideal of the

5We are grateful to Laurent Moret-Bailly for this reference.

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/0ASF
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domain Rh/Hι, which is local by [R, Ch. IX, Corollaire 1], induces a maximal ideal, say mι, of
R. We associate to Hι this mι. Denoting by Rmι the localization of R at mι, we have injections
R ↪→ Rmι ↪→ Rh/Hι and a commutative diagram of local ring maps considering these maps
and Rh/Hι ↪→ Rh/Hι composed with pι. Since the integral closure of a henselian local domain
is a henselian local domain as an inductive limit of finite algebras (see [EGA, Ch. IV, § 18,
Theorem 18.5.11 and Proposition 18.6.14]), Rh/Hι is henselian and by the universal property of
henselization the natural map Rh → Rh/Hι factors uniquely through the map (Rmι)

h → Rh/Hι.
This map is injective because its kernel should have intersection zero with Rmι and therefore by
[B, Ch. V, § 2, no. 1, Corollary 1] should be a minimal prime of the domain (Rmι)

h. This shows
that Hι is indeed the kernel of the map Rh → (Rmι)

h. Observe also that we have local ring maps
Rh/Hι ↪→ (Rmι)

h ↪→ Rh/Hι. Hence if Rµ̃ ∈ RZ(Rh/Hι), then Rµ̃ dominates Rh/Hι and the
valuation ring Rµ = Rµ̃∩K ofK belongs to RZ(Rmι) andmµ∩R = mι (sincemιRmι∩R = mι).

Thus, we have established a bijection between {Hι}ι∈I and the set of maximal ideals of R,
and in what follows we write this last set as {mι}ι∈I with mι corresponding to Hι.

As a set RZ(R) is the disjoint union of the family of subsets {RZ(Rmι)}ι∈I . To prove that
they are homeomorphic we observe that the Zariski topology on any RZ(Rmι) coincides with
the topology induced by the topology of RZ(R). In addition, the local integral domains Rmι
are unibranch and we can apply [Tm, Theorem 2.4.2] which ensures the connectedness of the
spaces RZ(Rmι). So, in order to finish the proof, it suffices to take ι ∈ I and show that the
bijective map ϕι from RZ(Rmι) to RZ(Rh/Hι) induced by ϕ is a homeomorphism.

On the one hand, the henselization (Rmι)
h is a local domain (because Rmι is an integrally

closed local domain, see Remark 2.11), and therefore by [F, Proposition 3.4], the map from
RZ(Rmι) to RZ((Rmι)

h) which sends a valuation to its unique extension is a homeomorphism.
Note that in [F, Proposition 3.4] the noetherianity and excellence assumptions on the local ring
are only needed to show that the previous map is well defined and bijective. On the other
hand, as we have seen above, we have local ring maps Rh/Hι ↪→ (Rmι)

h ↪→ Rh/Hι and hence
RZ((Rmι)

h) coincides with RZ(Rh/Hι). These facts imply that ϕι is a homeomorphism. �

4.2. Approximation of Henselian elements. In this subsection, instead of considering ex-
tensions of all the valuations centered in a local domain to its henselization, we study the
extension of the valuation of a valuation ring to its henselization; we revisit a result of Franz-
Viktor Kuhlmann in [Ku1, Theorem 1.1]. This result concerns the approximation of elements of
the henselization (Kh, ν̃) of a valued field (K, ν) by elements of K and we can state it as follows
since we know by Corollary 4.1 that Rhν = Rν̃ and the value groups are equal:

Theorem 4.4. (Kuhlmann) Let K be a field endowed with a valuation ν determined by the
valuation ring Rν and let Φ be the value group of ν. Let Kh be the field of fractions of the
henselization Rhν = Rν̃ of Rν . For every element z ∈ Kh \K there exist a convex subgroup Ψ of
Φ and an element ϕ ∈ Φ such that ϕ+ Ψ is cofinal in the ordered set

ν̃(z −K) = {ν̃(z − c) | c ∈ K} ⊂ Φ.

Before giving the proof of this result, let us come back to the nature of the growth of the
ν(h(σi)), which is also a consequence of Corollary 3.9, but here we see directly that the coefficient
of inνδ

e
i is the initial form of an element of Rν .

Proposition 4.5. With the notations of Proposition 3.7, given a Nagata extension of the valued
local domain R and a polynomial h(X) ∈ R[X], there exist a ∈ Rν and e ∈ N, 0 ≤ e ≤ degh(X)
such that for all i large enough we have the equality inνh(σi) = inν(aδei ).

Proof. Considering h(X) as a polynomial in Rν [X] we see that it suffices to prove the result
when one of the coefficients of h(X) is equal to one, so we assume this. We use the notation of
the proof of Proposition 3.21. In particular, let Q(X) ∈ Rν [X] denote the lifting of the minimal
polynomial of σ̄∞ over L and let us write the Q(X)-adic expansion of h(X) as

h(X) = Ar(X)Q(X)r +Ar−1(X)Q(X)r−1 + · · ·+A0(X) with degAj(X) < degQ(X).

We have a similar expression after passing to the quotient by mΨF . Let J be the non–empty
set consisting of those j such that 0 ≤ j ≤ r and Aj(X) 6= 0. For all j ∈ J , the condition
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degAj(X) < degQ(X) implies that there exists ϕj ∈ ΨF such that ν(Aj(σi)) = ϕj for all i large
enough (see Lemma 3.14), and thus we can find bj ∈ Rν such that inνAj(σi) = inνbj for large
i (see Corollary 3.9). Evaluating in σi the identity (1) of the proof of Proposition 3.21, we get
inνQ(σi) = inν(−an−1G1(0)−1δi) for all i ≥ 1. Since ν(Aj(σi)Q(σi)

j) /∈ ΨF if j /∈ J , the result
follows from Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 3.4 with γi = ν(Q(σi)), and for all j ∈ J , βj = ϕj and
tj = j. The case where (ν(h(σi)))i≥1 is eventually constant corresponds to e = 0 and then we
have a ∈ R. �

Remark 4.6. Since Rν and its henselization Rν̃ have the same residue field, another way to state
that ν and ν̃ have the same value group is to say (see [T1, Proposition 4.1]) that the natural
graded injection grνRν ↪→ grν̃Rν̃ is an equality. It is therefore not surprising that the initial
form of hk(σ∞) in Proposition 3.7 appears as the initial form of an element of Rν .

Proof of Theorem 4.4. Let us first assume that z lies in Rν̃ . Using the fact that Rν and Rν̃
have the same residue field, by removing an element of Rν of value zero, we can exclude the
case where ν̃(z) = 0 and assume ν̃(z) > 0. Then z lies in the maximal ideal of a Nagata
extension R0[σ∞]∗ ⊂ Rν̃ of a normal local domain R0 ⊂ Rν essentially of finite type over the
prime ring. We call ν0 the restriction of ν to the fraction field K0 of R0 and Φ0 its value group.
Let F (X) ∈ R0[X] be an irreducible Nagata polynomial defining R0[σ∞]∗ and let (δi)i∈N be
its Newton sequence of values. After Proposition 3.24, since R0 is noetherian and Φ0 of finite
rank, we may assume that σ∞ is a limit of the pseudo–convergent sequence (σi)i≥1 associated
to F [X] in such a way that for any polynomial P (X) ∈ R0[X] with 0 ≤ degP (X) < degF (X),
we have that inν̃P (σ∞) = inνP (σi) for large i.

We write z = h(σ∞)
q(σ∞) in R0[σ∞]∗, where h(X), q(X) ∈ R0[X] are polynomials of degree less

than degF (X), h(0) ∈ mR0
, and q(0) /∈ mR0

. The polynomial

H(X) = h(σ∞)q(X)− h(X)q(σ∞) ∈ R0[σ∞]∗[X]

satisfies the equation H(σ∞) = 0. It is of positive degree since otherwise it would be identically
zero and h(X)

q(X) would be constant. By the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.7, the
ν̃-value of H(σi) is, for large i, of the form ν̃(Hk(σ∞)δki ) with k ≥ 1. In addition, for all i large
enough we have ν(q(σi)) = ν̃(q(σ∞)) = 0 and the ν̃-value of H(σi) = h(σ∞)q(σi)− h(σi)q(σ∞)

coincides with that of h(σ∞)
q(σ∞) −

h(σi)
q(σi)

. Thus, by Lemma 3.11 there exists i0 ≥ 1 such that{
ν̃

(
h(σ∞)

q(σ∞)
− h(σi)

q(σi)

)
| i ≥ i0

}
is cofinal in ϕ+ Ψ,

where ϕ = ν̃(Hk(σ∞)) ∈ Φ≥0 and Ψ is the smallest convex subgroup of Φ containing all the
ν(δi). Note that since the δi associated to F (X) are in R0, the smallest convex subgroup of Φ0

containing the ν(δi) is the intersection with Φ0 of the convex subgroup ΨF of Φ associated to
the polynomial F (X) seen as a Nagata polynomial in Rν [X] and is cofinal in it by Lemma 3.11.
Next we prove that ϕ+ Ψ is cofinal in ν̃(z −K).

Let us first verify the inclusion ϕ+ Ψ ⊂ ν̃(z −K). Given ψ ∈ Ψ and an element c ∈ K such
that ν(c) = ϕ + ψ, the cofinality we verified above implies that there exists i ≥ i0 such that
ν̃
(
h(σ∞)
q(σ∞) −

h(σi)
q(σi)

)
> ϕ+ ψ. Therefore we also have ϕ+ ψ = ν̃

(
h(σ∞)
q(σ∞) −

h(σi)
q(σi)

+ c
)
, which is an

element of ν̃(z −K).
Now let us prove that for any c ∈ K there exists ψ ∈ Ψ such that ϕ+ψ > ν̃(z − c). We may

assume that c ∈ Rν since otherwise ν̃(z − c) = ν̃(c) < 0 and the result is clear. Then, enlarging
the local ring R0 if necesssary, we can also assume that c ∈ R0. So let us consider the polynomial
h(c)(X) = h(X) − cq(X) ∈ R0[X] and write z − c as h(c)(σ∞)

q(σ∞) in R0[σ∞]∗. Since both h(c)(X)

and q(X) are nonzero polynomials of degree less than degF (X), we have by Corollary 3.9 or
Proposition 4.5 the equality

inν̃(h(c)(σ∞)q(σi)) = inν̃(h(c)(σi)q(σ∞)) for all i large enough,
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which implies the inequality ν̃
(
h(c)(σ∞)

q(σ∞)

)
< ν̃

(
h(c)(σ∞)

q(σ∞) −
h(c)(σi)

q(σi)

)
. But h(c)(σ∞)

q(σ∞) = z − c and
h(c)(σ∞)

q(σ∞) −
h(c)(σi)

q(σi)
= h(σ∞)

q(σ∞) −
h(σi)
q(σi)

for large i, so that we can find i1 ≥ i0 such that

ν̃(z − c) < ν̃

(
h(σ∞)

q(σ∞)
− h(σi)

q(σi)

)
= ϕ+ ν(δki ) for all i ≥ i1.

This inequality gives the result we want in this case.
If z ∈ Kh \ Rν̃ , using the fact that the value groups of ν and ν̃ are the same, we choose
d ∈ mν such that dz ∈ mν̃ , apply to dz the argument we have just seen and observe that
ν̃(dz −K) = ν̃(z −K) + ν(d). Replacing the element ϕ associated to dz as above by ϕ− ν(d)
gives the result. �

Remark 4.7. This gives, in the case of henselization, a more precise form to the result of Ka-
plansky in [K, Theorem 1], stating that since Kh is an immediate extension of K, every element
of Kh \ K, such as our z = h(σ∞)

q(σ∞) , is a limit of a pseudo-convergent sequence of elements of

K without a limit in K, in this case the sequence (h(σi)
q(σi)

)i∈N. Theorem 4.4 gives us explicit

information about the values of the differences h(σ∞)
q(σ∞) −

h(σi)
q(σi)

, in addition to the fact that they
are cofinal in ν̃(z −K).

5. Etale type and the henselian property

In this section we relate in greater generality Nagata polynomials with certain pseudo–
convergent sequences and obtain a valuative characterization of the henselian property.

After Ostrowski and Kaplansky, one says that a pseudo–convergent sequence (yτ )τ∈T of
elements of a valued field (K, ν) is of algebraic type if there exist polynomials h(X) ∈ K[X] such
that (ν(h(yτ )))τ∈T is not eventually constant. We propose the following, where as usual τ + 1
designates the successor of τ in the well ordered set T :

Definition 5.1. Let ν be a valuation centered in a local domain R. A pseudo–convergent
sequence (yτ )τ∈T of elements of the maximal ideal mR of R is of étale type if there exist
polynomials h(X) ∈ R[X] such that one has the equality ν(h(yτ )) = ν(yτ+1−yτ ) for τ ≥ τ0 ∈ T ,
where τ0 may depend on the polynomial h(X).

Note that if the values of the yτ are not eventually constant, then ν(yτ+1) > ν(yτ ) for large
τ and then h(X) = X − a with a ∈ R such that ν(a) > ν(yτ ) for all τ ∈ T is such a polynomial.
The element a ∈ R is a limit of (yτ )τ∈T . By the argument given in Lemma 3.11, a pseudo-
convergent sequence such that the ν(yτ ) are not eventually constant is tested as being of étale
type by a linear polynomial X − a if ν(a) is not in the smallest convex subgroup containing the
ν(yτ ).

It is a classical result (see [K, Theorem 4], [Ku3, Theorem 8.19]) that a valued field is maximal
(has no non trivial immediate extension, which means a valued extension with the same value
group and the same residue field) if and only if all pseudo–convergent sequences in the field have
a limit in the field. Since henselization is an immediate extension by Corollary 4.1, maximal
valued fields have a henselian valuation ring. We give a somewhat more precise and more general
result in the following valuative criterion for the henselian property:

Proposition 5.2. Let R be a local domain with maximal ideal mR, and let ν be a valuation of
finite rank centered in R. The local domain R is henselian if and only if every pseudo–convergent
sequence of elements of mR which is of étale type has a limit in mR.

Proof. A local ring in which every Nagata polynomial has a root in the maximal ideal is
henselian; see [L, Lemma, p.94]. This and the fact that the henselization is the inductive limit
of Nagata extensions imply that the local domain R is henselian if and only if every Nagata
polynomial in R[X] has a root in mR.

Let us assume that every pseudo–convergent sequence of elements of mR which is of étale
type has a limit in mR. We proceed by contradiction and suppose that there exists a Nagata
polynomial F (X) ∈ R[X] of degree n such that F (a) 6= 0 for all a ∈ mR. By Lemma 3.19, we
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may assume that X is a good variable. Then the polynomial F (X) comes with the pseudo–
convergent sequence of partial sums (σi)i≥1 and the associated convex subgroup ΨF of the value
group of ν, which equals the intrinsic convex subgroup Ψ. Our assumption implies that (σi)i≥1

has a limit y ∈ mR. We have F (y) = F (σi) +
∑n
m=1 Fm(σi)(y − σi)m as in the identity (?) of

Section 3, and since ν(y − σi) ≥ ν(δi) and ν(F (σi)) = ν(δi), we get that ν(F (y)) ≥ ν(δi) for all
i. Since ν(F (y)) ∈ Ψ = ΨF and the ν(δi) are strictly increasing and cofinal in ΨF , this gives us
a contradiction.

Let us now assume that R is henselian and let (yτ )τ∈T be a pseudo–convergent sequence
of étale type of elements of mR. Let h(X) ∈ R[X] be a polynomial verifying the equality
ν(h(yτ )) = ν(yτ+1− yτ ) for large τ . Suppose that h(X) is, up to multiplication by an invertible
element of R, a Nagata polynomial. Then h(X) has a root y ∈ mR since R is henselian. We can
write h(X) = (X − y)G(X) in R[X] and by Lemma 2.3, since X − y is a Nagata polynomial,
we have that G(X) /∈ (mR, X) so that ν(h(yτ )) = ν(yτ+1 − yτ ) = ν(y − yτ ) for large τ , which
shows that y is a limit of (yτ )τ∈T . Therefore, in order to end the proof, it is sufficient to show
that h(X) is a Nagata polynomial up to multiplication by a unit of R.

Writing h(X) = b0X
s + · · · + bs−1X + bs = b0

∏s
j=1(X − rj) in a splitting field of h(X),

after extension of ν we see that our assumption immediately implies that ν(b0) = 0 and exactly
one of the rj is a limit of (yτ )τ∈T while the values of the other yτ − rj are zero. So after
multiplication by an invertible element of R we may assume that h(X) is unitary. We have the
identity h(yτ+1) − h(yτ ) =

∑s
m=1 hm(yτ )(yτ+1 − yτ )m as in the identity (? ? ?) of Section 3.

Since ν(h(yτ+1)) > ν(h(yτ )) at least for large τ , the previous equality then implies the equality

inνh(yτ ) = −inν
( s∑
m=1

hm(yτ )(yτ+1 − yτ )m
)

= −inν
(
(yτ+1 − yτ )(h1(yτ ) +

s∑
m=2

hm(yτ )(yτ+1 − yτ )m−1)
)
,

so that h(yτ ) can have the same value as yτ+1 − yτ only if h1(yτ ) is invertible, which in turn
implies, since yτ ∈ mR, that the coefficient bs−1 of X in h(X) is invertible in R. Finally, we get
that h(0) = bs ∈ mR since yτ ∈ mR for all τ . This shows that h(X) is a Nagata polynomial. �
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